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om, a stockbroker, and his wife Nancy, have wintered in Vero Beach 
Florida for the last fifteen years. They purchased a plot of  land on the  

inter-coastal waterway near the exclusive St John’s Island community, where they have 
now decided to build their own winter home.
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“I knew Tom and Nancy, through a family connection. They 
knew of  my work here in Canada and abroad, and asked me 
to help them with the design of  their new house” said Edison. 
The seventy-two hundred square ft. residence is a one and a 
half  story structure with an ‘H’ style plan that complements 
in scale and size the neighboring residences. The wings of  the 
‘H’ contain the three bedrooms, open kitchen and family room 
progressing out to the lanai on one side, and the master bedroom 
room suite, study and nanny suite on the other. The connection 
between is the ‘great room’ containing the dining and living 
room areas of  the house with expansive views overlooking the 
bay, which joins the inter-coastal.

“I love clients”, continues Edison, “who have lots of  input. 
Tom and Nancy were very specific about what they wanted 
functionally, while allowing me the creativity into how the final 
residence was shaped.”

The interior approach was derived from the homes strong 
architectural details. Each room has a strong cornice line that is 
consistent thoroughout the residence. Above this line the ceilings 
in each room soar as dictated by the function of  the room. The 
ceiling of  the great room, for example, is twenty feet high, having 
above the cornice a painted wood shiplap tray ceiling, punctuated 
by dormers to give the room an abundance of  natural light.

The design intent was to take the reverse approach of  traditional 
Florida homes. Most residences in that area have colourfully 
painted walls and neutral furniture and fabrics. In this residence, 
the opposite approach was taken with the walls and floors being 
neutral and the furniture brightly coloured in tones of  fuschia, 
orange, teal and spring green. The majority of  the trims were 
contrasted in dark espresso brown, but in the bedrooms the 
trims became coloured accents. The floors are large Botticino 
Fioritto marble slabs, bordered with contrasting marble bands of  
Stauario white and oakwood brown, which act as stone “floating 
carpets.” 



The progression of  spaces is very key in how the interior 
layout of  the house was approached. Edison wanted strong 
contrast in light between connecting spaces to highlight the 
progression from one space to another. For example, one 
enters the home through the dark paneled, espresso brown 
stained foyer, dominated by a large chromatic painting by 
Canadian artist Joseph Drapell. Entering the great room, 
which is painted in the signature candle wax coloured white 
with pale grey accented ceiling panels, you then move again 
from the great room into the wings, where the transitional 
space is again paneled out in the espresso brown before 
finally entering the adjacent rooms. “Dark-Light-Dark-
Light” became the rhyme of  the house.

Tom and Nancy have both collected modern art, mostly 
from Canadian sources, and Nancy has a large collection of  
natural coral. So the placement of  these elements became 
a major design statement in organizing the wall treatments 
and colours. For example, in the family room the signature 
espresso brown custom paneling contains some of  Nancy’s 
key coral pieces which cross to the material behind the TV 
- mother of  pearl wall tiles from Maya Rominoff.

“When all is said and done”, Edison noted, “The 
collaboration between educated and interested 
homeowners, combined with the controlling hand of  an 
experienced designer, ended with a project that surpassed 
the expectations of  both.” 
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